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Introduction
National power, also known as comprehensive national power in China, refers to the
overall competence of a country on economy, politics, military, culture, technology,
etc., as well as an important index to measure a country‟s position in the international
system. The research on the components of national power roughly began in the
1960s, most of which was qualitative analysis. The concept of national power is not
yet uniformly defined in the academic circle. What is generally accepted by most
scholars is that national power is an academic concept with multiple meanings whose
components may change with the emphasis on different sides during the research
course.1
In the mid-1970s, T. L. Saaty, an operational researcher and professor from
University of Pittsburgh, put forward the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). AHP,
“in essence, is a manner of decision making that dissolves a complex question into
components and classifies those components according to their dominance relations to
make an organized hierarchical structure, determines the relative importance of
components in each level by comparing each two of them, and then composites them
within the hierarchical structure to get the overall ordering of decisive components
relative to the importance of goal”. 2Based on the new methodology for the research
on national power provided by AHP, scholars begin to model the assessment of
national power. However, constrained by different viewpoints on the components of
national power, scholars put forward different models to assess national power.
Among them, Klein model that divides national power into material element and
spiritual element is the most representative one. Material element covers the critical
mass (population, territory), economic capability (gross national product, energy,
mineral, industry, food and international trade) and military capability (strategic force
and conventional force); spiritual element refers to strategic purpose and the will to
pursue national strategy. The model may be expressed with this equation:
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Pp=(C+E+M) × (S+W)

(1)

wherein, Pp refers to national power, C refers to critical mass, E refers to economic
capability, M refers to military capability, S refers to strategic purpose, and W refers
to the will to pursue national strategy. 1In the 1980s, the Japan Research Institute
introduced a model that divided national power into international contribution
capability, viability and compelling force and further subdivided them into more than
100 assessment indexes. 2In the Internet era, Joseph Nye realized that “the power is
transferring from „a wealth of capital‟ to „a wealth of information‟“ and put forward
the concept of “soft power” for the first time, dividing national power into military
power, economic power and soft power. Among them, “both military power and
economic power are typical „hard‟ powers”, while soft power derives from cultural
and political values and foreign policy. 3On this basis, Joseph Nye and Robert O.
Keohane suggested that “information is power”. 4In the 21st century, Joseph Nye
included “information power” into the soft power system and raised that the country
“with the more channels of communication has a larger influence on explaining issues”
and “may gain soft power”. 5
Since the 1980s, Chinese scholars explored a lot in the research of national power.
The most representative models, among them, were Comprehensive National Power
(CNP) model put forward by Overall National Power Comparative Research Group,
Institute of World Economics and Politics, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences and
the model designed by HUANG Shuofeng. In CNP model, national power involves 8
components, namely, resource, economic vitality, foreign economic vitality, science
and technology capability, social development degree, military capability,
government‟s capability in economic adjustment and diplomatic capability, which
could be subdivided into 85 indexes and gathered into 64. 6The model introduced the
index of “social development degree” for the first time and started China‟s assessment
and research on national power. HUANG Shuofeng‟s model, by comparison, has
more comprehensive indexes. The model divides the components of national power
into economic power, technology power, defense power, resource power, political
power, culture and education power and diplomatic power, the first four of which are
hard national power while the last three are soft national power. 7In this model, the
element of soft national power increases significantly, while the index of “social
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development degree” is not covered.
From the research on national power mentioned above, we know that the components
of national power change continuously with the time variation and the development of
technology. In particular, driven by technology, the system of components of national
power is becoming more and more abundant from basic elements to soft power. With
new elements added into the system of national power, the function of technological
innovation in the system of national power is shown. As the human society is entering
an age of big data, the big data and its application are becoming important elements
that influence the existence and development of a state. 1The academic circles both at
home and abroad had done some researches on this issue; however, few observes it
from the angle of the components of national power. For that matter, this paper is to
analyze the contents and assessment of national power under the background of big
data.
I. The Connotation of National Power Based on Big Data:
With the sustainable development of information technology, big data is growing into
a new element of national power, namely BD power. On the one side, big data is a
component of national power; on the other side, the coming of big data invisibly
multiplies other components of national power, which greatly promotes the whole
system of national power.
Big data technology, as the most important technological achievement of the fourth
industrial revolution, represents the latest result of technological revolution in the
world nowadays. The level of big data technology represents national power to a great
extent. In the course of data integration, we notice that the most obvious feature of the
age of big data, while comparing with the previous ages, is that cloud technology is
used to integrate data into data structure with internal logic connection. This data
structure is not an integration of random samples, but the sum of total samples; the
key point of this data structure is not the precision, but the hybridity. The logical
relation of this data structure is correlation, rather than causality. 2
Supported by big data technology, a state can gain data of TB-level, PB-level,
EB-level and even ZB-level, and access data and excavate the large value produced
by data. 3At present, the most widely used security storage systems in the world, such
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such as GFS (Google File System) and HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System), are
developed by American big data enterprises. America has formed a huge industrial
chain in the whole world. 1Both the development of data storage, data analysis and
similar tools, and the huge Internet big data service industry shaped up as a result are
bringing new driving force for the advancement of the state. Moreover, “Internet +
traditional industries” based on big data technology has become the latest mode of
industrial development nowadays. This industry trend also shows the development
status of national power under the background of big data to a large extent.
Besides, “big data + scientific forecasting” is improving the national decision-making
capability. The presence and application of big data allows national decision to be
made based on complete information. All the decisions could be expressed through
data. 2Decision based on big data allows the decision-maker to avoid bureaucratism
and disturbance from special interest group, facilitating accurate situation assessment
and judgment by decision-makers. 3The national decision-making in the age of big
data, in some way, is a large game for every country on big data collection, storage,
excavation and analysis.
From the angle of international politics, big data is reconstructing the space of
international politics and enriching the connotation of international politics. The space
of traditional international politics is a physical space with the research object
focusing on nation, international relationship, international system and international
structure in this physical space. Big data based on Internet and cloud platform,
however, put the international politics into a vast and boundless virtual space. For this
purpose, a state becomes the combination of tangibility and intangibility from
tangibility only; international relationship becomes dual structural relations of
tangible international relationship and intangible international relationship from
tangible international relationship only; international system and international
structure have brand-new game content in virtual space. 4In the meantime, big data
brings with new connotation of internal politics. The data, before then, mainly
involved some specific state secrets; now, the age of big data characterizes data itself
the essential attribute of an entity equity. 5 In this sense, big data endows state
sovereignty with a new connotation.
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Of course, the BD power also depends on the capability of a sovereign state to create
“information right difference plus data right difference” upon other countries through
big data. Such a difference constitutes the main content of data sovereign interaction
and game between countries in the age of big data.
From the perspective of analysis above, the big data technology not only provides a
new technical approach for human, but also shapes the component of national power,
which structurally changes the composition of national power. Both hard power and
soft power are infrastructures of national power, and when hard power and soft power
are combined with big data, the traditional hard power and soft power will see an
exponential growth. Plugging BD power into Klein‟s equation will better show the
connotation and meaning of national power under the background of big data.
Pp=BDpt (C+E+M) × (S+W)

(2)

In equation (2), BDp refers to big data power as a component to national power. Its
combination with other elements of national power will produce a huge increasing
effect. Based on this, BDp could be regarded as a special constant in the system of
national power. T refers to the time closely related to BD power, reflecting the
development status of the national power of big data at different time points. The
reason to add the variable of time is that in the age of big data, national power is
sensitive to time. Besides, the more rapid technology development will lead to higher
time sensitivity of the national power. From equation (2), we know that BD power
plays a decisive role among elements of national power. It will become core
competitiveness for a state in international game in specific historic stage, as well as a
key component of national power which supports a state‟s international status.
II. Big Data Remodels the Structure of National Power
What aspects should big data, as a component of national power, remodel the
structure of national power?
The first aspect is infrastructure, namely those needed for developing big data.
Infrastructure, a condition to produce BD power, as well as an element to constitute
BD power, consists of: data: both data and the capability to identify data; technology:
tools to develop, collect and utilize big data; enterprise: social units mastering the big
data technology under the jurisdiction of a state; relevant technical personnel.
The second aspect is structure, namely the abilities to collect, store, manage and
analyze big data. In some sense, structure is also a specific manifestation of
infrastructure.
Firstly, the capability to collect big data. Big data is not a direct sample collection, but
an automatic collection of data distributed among different storage systems. The
capability to collect big data refers the software and intelligence degree of data
collection methods based on the explosive growth of three dimensions of data
5

(namely, volume, growth rate and category of data). 1At present, the academic circles
have developed and constructed many database and data collection tools. 2Collected
and gathered data, through some technical processing, will be filed on the cloud
platform, which may become available information gained according to required
logical relation.
Secondly, the capability to store big data. The storage system of big data is a
hardware platform and a data center including server, network equipment and storage
facilities. However, hardware equipment doesn‟t equal to the storage capability of big
data. Big data storage capability refers to the capability to provide storage space for
mass data and to regroup data conveniently and effectively in the space through
relevant hardware equipment. In addition, the capability to store big data also
compasses the backup capability of big data. This is a big data disaster recovery
system built to cope with different kinds of disasters. Since the “September 11
Attacks”, big data security backup system has been an indispensable content in the
course of carrying forward national big data strategy.
Thirdly, the capability to manage big data. Unlike conventional digital management,
the management of big data is an intelligent control relying on cloud platforms. From
a national level, the capability to manage the big data management itself is evidenced
by a nation‟s technology for visualizing cloud hardware, programming various data,
and building platforms that provide big data services. On the other hand, the
capability to manage the results of big data usage is embodied in a nation‟s legislative
power that matches up to the big data era, which can enhance the management of
results from big data usage through effective legislation. 3This capability is of the
most importance midst all big data management capabilities.
Fourthly, the capability to analyze big data. Data is not able to “voice” and become a
component of national power until it is analyzed. The capability to analyze the big
data is an analytical thinking capability based on big data, including: (1) using all or
more data to build predictive models; (2) integrating multiple predictive models and
techniques to make results closer to the objective reality; (3) creating closed loops to
allow new knowledge to be applied to production models; (4) constructing a real-time
analysis model to averse outcome bias; (5) focusing on the application of technical
analysis rooting in predictive models instead of inventing new technologies. 4
Above the aforementioned, another element is function, that is, the power of big data
to influence the outside world, including its capabilities in discursion, prediction,
integration & restructure, and computing & mining. Jeff Jonas, an expert in big data,
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proposes the idea to let data “speak”. 1However, the discursive competence of big
data depends on the quantity of data. Eric Siegel said, “The more data, the more
power; the more powerful the data is, the more sensitive it will be.” The so-called
sensitivity means that the closer the circumstance reflected by data to the objective
reality, the more beneficial for decision making. 2In other words, decision-making
tends to be more sensitive to such data. Big data prediction is a sort of forecast based
on vast data or even whole data. What it seeks for is not data accuracy, but the
relationship hidden among complex data. Nevertheless, the result predicated by big
data still goes after accuracy. It is for this reason that big data predication has become
a component of national strategic capability. Certainly, new capabilities will emerge
only when data is integrated and reorganized, while “isolated data is of no value.”
3
Nothing but integrated and restructured data can voice in different discourse systems
and diverse logic frameworks, and influence human cognition, before it has a bearing
on decision making. This big data capability, in a sense, is a national power to “create
brains”.
In addition, the remolding of functions of national power through big data also covers
the capability to compute and mine big data, which is the competence to build data
correlations and excavate their value. Big data formed by integrating dispersive data
is just the acquisition of big data assets, and its value can be gained by processing it
on cloud platforms utilizing cloud technologies, understanding its inherent correlation,
and mining it by using suitable algorithms.
The last one is objective. At the moment, there are numbers of indicators to measure
innovation capability, such as the Innovation Union Scoreboard (IUS), an evaluation
system constituted by 25 basic indicators released by the EU to evaluate national
innovation performance among EU members. 4Global Innovation Index (GII) issued
by the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) jointly with European
Institute of Business Administration and Cornell University is another index
evaluation system, and it consists of 84 basic indicators for the purpose of assessing
and ranking the innovation capability among around 150 economies across the globe.
5
The National Innovation Index report, annually issued by the Chinese Academy of
Science and Technology for Development, not only takes the aforementioned
indicators into consideration, but also integrates 5 primary indicators (which consist
of innovation resource, knowledge creation, enterprise innovation, innovation
performance, and innovation environment) and 33 secondary indicators to measure
national innovative power. 6However, all these evaluation systems are traditional
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indicators to assess national capability to innovate. In the context of Internet and big
data, although national innovative power is indispensable from the above indicators,
its core lies in the innovations of thinking modes and institutional aspects, and the
innovations of procedure and decision making basing on the former two.
In fact, the reshaping of infrastructure, structure and function of national power
through big data is driven by innovations. Therefore, the structural reconstruction of
national power through big data should also include the remodeling of innovative
capabilities, of which the capabilities to innovate in thinking modes, institutions,
technologies and industries are of key importance.
What big data reshapes is not just an era, but the way people think. Traditional
geopolitics and geo-economic patterns have been re-formatted virtually by big data.
From the perspective of big data, no such a thing as geopolitical pattern exists, but
only a big data network is formed under big data logic. Consequently, human thinking
must keep abreast of the changing big data era, so as to acquire the capability to
innovate in thinking. To put it another way, the way people think in the era of big data
must be rooted in big data.
Big data is a product generated from the integration of thinking and technology.
Technological innovation will not be carried out in an environment where institutional
innovation is scarce. Institutional innovation takes the form of the process of
institutional set-up, in which, the way knowledge stock and its increment are treated
determines the future of institutional innovation. It is true that knowledge stock serves
as the basis for institutional innovation. If too much attention is paid to its stock,
however, the knowledge increment will be ignored, and innovation will be difficult to
proceed. Knowledge stock is really powerful, while knowledge increment is the
weaker. If the weak one is not appreciated, it will be harder to attract attention in the
era of big data. Under this circumstance, it will be too hard to sustain institutional
innovation. In this sense, the capability of a nation to innovate its institutions is
dependent on its attitude toward new knowledge. Thinking innovation determines
institutional innovation. Where there is no thinking innovation capability, there will
be no way to realize institutional innovation. Moreover, once the institutional
innovation is initiated, it will in turn further innovation in thinking.
It is of no doubt that owning big data is not the destination, rather than growing
technological innovations by leveraging big data. A nation‟s creative capability is
increasingly reflected in innovative technologies on the basis of big data. For example,
the Internet of Things and artificial intelligence leading scientific and technological
innovations are both state-of-the-art technologies to interpret big data technology,
which will become fundamental signs to show a nation‟s international status in the
international system and become a nation‟s way-out power.
Moreover, industrial innovation capability based on “Big Data Plus” is another part of
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national innovative capability brought forth by big data. Industry 4.0, a currently
prevalent innovation plan rooted in big data technology to guide high-tech industries,
refers to an industrial development plan, in which supply, manufacturing, sales, and
other links in production will be digitalized and intelligent for a ultimate goal of fast,
effective and personalized supply of products. Standing at the point of industry
competition, those who first realize Industry 4.0 will become the new leader of global
industry innovation.
An index system that can be used to evaluate BD power is established by analyzing
how big data reshapes national power structures (see the table below). It comprises 4
primary indicators (Infrastructure, Structure, Function, and Objective) and 16
secondary indicators. BD power is the sum of the 4 primary and the 16 secondary
elements (see Equation (3)):
BDp=I+S+F+O

(3)
The Index System to evaluate BD Power

Primary
elements

Infrastructure (I)

Structure (S)

Function (F)

Objective (O)

Data

Gathering
capability

Discourse
capability

Storage
capability

Predictive
capability

Thinking
innovation
capability based
on big data

Management
capability

Integration &
restructure
capability

Technology
Enterprise
Personnel

Secondary
elements

Analysis
capability

Computing &
mining
capability

Institutional
innovation
capability based
on big data
Technological
innovative
capability based
on big data
Industrial
innovation
capability based
on big data

III. National Power Evaluation Based on Big Data
Given that obvious differences exist between the two sorts of national powers, the
methods for assessing traditional national power cannot be used to evaluate the
national power in the context of big data. Assessing the components of traditional
9

national power is largely done by using a system of specific indicators, in which the
basic method is to assign values to each corresponding indicator, so that whether
national power is strong or weak can be determined in accordance with the score
obtained. For all the results determined by this method, they are static and fail to
reflect the dynamics of national power. Such an assessment is an evaluation method
based on samples, cause and effect, precision thinking, and linear thinking. In the age
of big data, when data changes rapidly, the national power manifested by the value of
data mining may vary substantially from time to time. Therefore, the assessment of
national power based on big data must follow a big data-style way of thinking, which
is nonlinear, full-sample, and logical thinking with ambiguity and relevance.
Based on it, this paper seeks to base on the Cline equation, and to use the AHP
developed by T.L.Saaty, together with quantitative and qualitative methods, for
evaluating national power in the context of big data. In this process, data collected is
considered directly as authoritative data, and for data that cannot be quantified,
perception index will be used, which is scored by experts to give corresponding
weights.
However, what need to be pointed out it that BD power is a complex and non-linear
component system, of which the 4 primary indicators are not parallel, but any
combination of the two will result in a huge increase effect on overall national power.
Simply, summing these indicators will not truly reflect the development of BD power.
Therefore, Equation (3) is effective only if the assumption is made in the initial state.
Taking a point time as a reference, then a nation‟s BD power at that point in time is:
BDpt0=I+S+F+O

(4)

But if BD power is evaluated in the dynamic analysis and the strength at the reference
point in time is viewed as a constant K,
BDpt0=K=I+S+F+O

(5)

As time and technologies change, Equation (5) will translate to:
BDpt=BDpt0IαSβFγOη

(6)

when α=β=γ=η=0, it means that the BD power at the reference time point remains the
same, which means that IαSβFγOη is invariant, and the BD power is a constant, K, i.e.
BDpt0, which equals to the sum of I+S+F+O in the beginning. By linearizing the logs
of the two sides of Equation (6) a new equation will be combined:
Ln (BDpt)=Ln(BDpt0IαSβFγOη)

(7)

The resulted equation to calculate BD power is:
LnBDpt=LnBDpt0+αLnI+βLnS+γLnF+ηLnO
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(8)

where BDpt0, α, β, γ, and η are constants; BDpt, I, S, F, and O are variables. 1To
explain further, in the case where I, S, F, and O are determined, then BDpt0 is
determined according to Equation (5), and a nation‟s BD power at a certain time point
can be calculated according to Equation (8). The values of α, β, γ, and η will be
reckoned according to Equation (8), and then become constants in Equation (6). Next,
based on Equation (6), the BD power BDpt of any nation at any point can be worked
out.
As mentioned above, BDpt can be used to calculate the value of national power based
on big data by Equation (2).
Of course, any model or equation is relative. The corresponding values in the equation
will deviate, if time reaches an adequate length or the growth of technology
accelerates. When it happens, the model needs to be adjusted accordingly. But within
in a certain period of time, this equation is valid. According to this equation, the
national power based on big data at any point can be evaluated. However, due to
limited space, the difficulty of data collection, and the complexity of data organization,
this paper mainly proposes an assessment method, and the comparative analysis of
national power based on big data at any point can be explained in other research
papers. 2
Conclusion
National power under big data not only provides a new dimension to understand a
nation‟s strength, but, more importantly, reveals a new composition of national power
in the context of big data, and reflects the latest contents in the game of power among
nations as major international actors. In the era of information, every country is in a
different development state of information power. Therefore, an enormous “digital
divide” is formed due to the fact that developed countries lead in the forefront of new
technological development, while most developing countries, suffering from
unenlightened information technologies, are still in a weak position in terms of
national information strength. This “digital divide” facing all nations is resulted from
“economic disparity”. 3Also, America has an innate advantage in big data in the big
data era. According to an Internet industrial report, most of Top 100 big data
companies in the world are born in American. 4It means that America can provide the
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the basic tools concerning big data (tools for collecting, storing, analyzing, and
managing big data) and new global public goods for all other nations who can only be
passive recipients of such goods. This phenomenon shows that the original “Digital
Divide” is evolving into a “Big Data Gap”. “Big Data Gap” mirrors the disparity of
national power among different nations. From the aforementioned equations, the
difference in national power shown by big data as it is reflected in “Big Data Gap” is
not a multiple gap instead of an exponential divide. It means that inter-country
competition is getting fiercer amid closer national relationship resulted from big data
technology in the era of big data, because big data has become a component of
national power.
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